
 
 

Title: Help Me 

Judges Assessment: Level 4 

Awarded 2nd Place in the Baby Dolphin Competition 

The Judges comments: 

Angie Adams wrote: 

I liked this film a lot, but I didn't care for the mangled piano music.  I would have liked a more authentic piano 

sound, rather than what my stereo used to sound like when I'd been driving on the motorway in a hot car and 

the tape player couldn't cope any longer! 

Great composition, and nice stylistic choices made, but a bit of a cop-out with the Dalek! 

 

Alan Colegrave ARPS BPE FACI wrote: 

This was a different type of short film. It did work. Why Monochrome? The camerawork was generally good. I 

wonder if you could have built up the tension more. Would the doll be run over or not? 

Tim Stannard AACI wrote: 

A lovely pastiche of a silent drama with an unexpected ending. I loved the wide variety of different camera 

angles - and the effort you have gone to in order to get some of these (eg the shot from beneath the train). 

Stable camera on wide shots and handheld on closer shots all add to the excitement. 

It's a question of taste but more contrast in the shot might have made it look less like a 1960s TV production 

(though I think you are right to avoid adding grain/dust/scratches/flicker or other "old film" filters) 

I've watched this several times and it's yet to fail to bring a smile to my face. I expect to watch it more.  

 

  

Grade Definitions 

Level 5  
An excellent production demonstrating high levels of creative and technical ability. It will be appealing to the audience 
and all round very satisfying to watch 
 
Level 4  
The film maker will have demonstrated a good grasp of the art of cinematography and have told a good story. Technically 
it will be very good although there may be occasional minor lapses which let it down. 
 
Level 3  
Films at this level show a reasonable level of competency but lack sufficient creativity and/or technique. Attention to 
detail within editing, such as loose cutting, poor continuity or variable sound quality/mixing may occasionally be an issue.   
 
Level 2  
The film maker is on a learning curve and whilst some techniques are demonstrated others have yet to be fully developed. 
Work in progress, but on the way. 
 
Level 1  
There is much to learn and the basic skills have yet to be applied - the viewers interest is unlikely to be maintained for 
very long. 
 


